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Board Approves Plan for Baseball Stadium
By TYLER SPENCE

EXECUTIVE EDITOR | SPENCE83@MARSHALL.EDU

The Marshall University board of
governors unanimously approved
a plan to begin construction on a
baseball stadium. The stadium will
be behind Dot Hicks Field on 2nd
Avenue and 22nd St.
The original plan for a baseball
stadium in Huntington broke
ground on 5th avenue and 24th
st in 2019 but was put on hold
due to the pandemic and higherthan-expected costs. That parcel

of land will be used for future
developments.
“Marshall is ready to see this
long-anticipated ball field come to
fruition,” university President Brad
D. Smith said in a press release.
“Our partners, including the City
of Huntington, are ready. Our
intention to build this ballpark
has never wavered and while we
encountered a major hurdle in

Continued on page 6

Photo by Shauntelle Thompson, stadium image from Google Earth

SUPREME COURT
OVERTURNS ROE V. WADE
Last Friday the United States Supreme
Court overturned the landmark decision
that protected the legal right to an
abortion. The decision sparked protests
across the country.
Protesters gathered outside the Cabell County courthouse in Huntington this weekend after the Supreme Court
overturned Roe v. Wade which generally protected the right to an abortion. Several states have already enacted
laws banning abortion outright.
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West Virginia Abortion Restrictions Tighten
After Supreme Court Overturns Roe
By EVAN GREEN

FEATURES EDITOR | GREEN321@MARSHALL.EDU

On Friday, Jun. 24 at around 11 a.m.,
The Supreme Court of the United States
officially overturned Roe v. Wade, a long
standing precedent that allowed women
safe and private access to abortion
throughout the country. With this case
being overturned, it is expected that
abortion laws within the state of West
Virginia will grow more restrictive, as
the state legislature utilizes its strong
Republican majority to tighten abortion
access.

West Virginia is not one of
the states that had instituted “trigger
laws,” laws designed to only take effect
once Roe was overturned, but an already
existing law that made performing
abortions a possible felony has reentered
effect since the overturning of Roe.
This has led to the only clinic that still
performed abortions within the state to
stop performing the procedure.
The West Virginia Women’s
Health Center announced after Roe was
overturned that they would no longer be
performing abortion operations, though

they will remain open to provide other
types of reproductive care.
“I applaud the Supreme
Court’s courageous decision today. I’ve
said many times that I very proudly
stand for life and I am rock-solid against
abortion, and I believe that every human
life is a miracle worth protecting,” said
Gov. Jim Justice after the Supreme
Court’s ruling was made on Friday. “I
will not hesitate to call a special session
after consulting with the Legislature and
my legal team if clarification in our laws
needs to be made.”

T he Women’s Health
Center canceled all existing abortion
appointments at the facility, and currently
has a lawyer examining the law that is
currently in place.
“But let me be clear, I support
legislation that would codify the rights
Roe v. Wade previously protected. I am
hopeful Democrats and Republicans will
come together to put forward a piece of
legislation that would do just that,” said
Senator Joe Manchin (R-WV) in a public
statement after the Supreme Court ruling
was made. The support of Manchin

Protestors stand outside the Cabell County Courthouse following the Supreme Court ruling to overturn the precedent set in Roe v. Wade

could be crucial if Democrats hope to
pass legislation to codify Roe into law,
as he has served as the deciding vote on
many crucial issues in the Senate over the
last two years.
Since the ruling was made,
protests have been held across the state
in support of abortion rights, including
protests held outside of the Cabell
County Courthouse on both Friday and
Saturday. The protesters hope to signal
to their legislators that they support a
woman’s right to choose through these
demonstrations.

Photo by Shauntelle Thompson
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Board of Governors Sets
Priorties, Changes Policy

President Smith Holds
First Press Conference

Photo by Tyler Spence

By TYLER SPENCE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR | SPENCE83@MARSHALL.EDU

The Marshall University Board of Governors met
and approved changes to student conduct policies and
approved major projects for construction.
Notably, the board approved a list of large capital projects
as a priority, if the funding were to become available, likely
from state funding. However, The board will still have to
approve the projects separately at a later date. The list
includes $20 million in building system stabilization, health
and safety, addressing Title IX, investments to accelerate
growth and other miscellaneous items.
Building system stabilization includes replacing the
chillers in Drinko Library, Smith Hall and the Erma Bryd
Clinical Center. As well as replacing the roof at Drinko
Library and the Erma Bryd Clinical Center and replacing
the air handler units in the science building.
The board met the following week to finalize plans for the
baseball stadium.
Other notable priorities in the list include updating
campus elevator and fire alarm systems, the addition of
HVAC into the Henderson Center and Gullickson Hall,
locker room replacements for men and women’s golf
and the swim and dive team, the technology-enhanced
classroom initiatives and the Douglass Center renovation
– which is a historic building set to be used by the school
of medicine in the Fairfield neighborhood of Huntington.
Other auxiliary projects that were not included in that
list were the baseball field, restroom renovations at Joan C.
Edwards Stadium, the demolition of Holderby and Laidly
Hall, and additional renovations to the student center.

The board also approved changes to update the
university’s Title IX policy language – expanding the
definition of sexual assault to more broadly include oral,
anal or sexual assault with an object to the definition of
sexual assault.
The policy also expands the definition of rape to include
circumstances when the victim is unable to give consent
due to mental or physical incapacity, like being under the
influence of alcohol, or being because of age.
The board also approved a change that will allow
students to drop courses without the permission of the
professor or an adviser. This will allow students to drop
courses independently.
The board also approved moving the sports management
degree from the college of health professions to the college
of business, as well as the creation of a new natural
resources and environment degree.
University president Brad D. Smith gave an update on
his priorities after his 100-day listening tour. Smith listed
increasing enrollment without increasing tuition costs,
investing in staff and faculty with university standard pay,
investing in facilities and managing fiscal responsibilities.
Enrollment has decreased 19% from 5 years ago, and
Smith cited bringing this number back up to be a top
priority.
This was the last board meeting for Tony Stroud, who is
joining the university’s general council, and Alyssa Parks,
the former student body president.

Photo by Tyler Spence

By TYLER SPENCE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR | SPENCE83@MARSHALL.EDU

University president Brad D. Smith held
his first press conference on Monday,
recapping his first 100 days in office and
his extensive listening tour.
Smith summarized the issues brought
to him by students, staff and faculty
throughout the tour. The most frequently
cited issues concerned the student
experience, recruitment, staff and faculty
needs and diversity and equity.
Smith described the issues he and his
cabinet have been addressing first,
including the “urgent need to reverse
the downward trend” in enrollment,
additional student resources like tutoring
and mental health services, filling staffing
gaps and increasing pay and refocusing
and improving marketing efforts.
Smith said that over the 38 listening
sessions more than 1,000 people
participated and more than 1,200
suggestions were given.
“I got gold,” Smith said describing the

suggestions offered during the listening
tour.
Smith said he visited with over 18
former or current university presidents
from other institutions and visited six
other campuses during his listening tour.
Enrollment was the top concern
throughout the listening tour. Marshall’s
enrollment has shrunk from 13,971 in
2011 to 11,144 in 2021 according to data
published by the university. Smith and
his team will look to increase enrollment
outside of the traditional areas and
demographics Marshall has served in
the past. Smith specifically mentioned
Marshall’s student population relying on
students from West Virginia, specifically
the southwest part of the state, which
has suffered significant population loss
and economic hardship. This would not
just increase enrollment, but increase
opportunities for a diverse student body
as well.

Continued on page 11
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Anti-abortion Centers to Grow,
Wield More Influence Post-Roe
KIMBERLEE KRUESI and LEAH WILLINGHAM
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) —
“Woman’s Choice,” the sign proclaims
in bold pink letters. But despite
promising abortion information and
free pregnancy testing, the facility in
Charleston, West Virginia, is designed
to steer women facing an unwanted
pregnancy away from choosing an
abortion.
That will become much easier now
that the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled
that states like West Virginia can make
abortion illegal.
It’s one of hundreds of so-called crisis
pregnancy centers nationwide whose
aim is to discourage women from seeking
abortions. The facilities, which have
been accused repeatedly of deceiving
women about their true purpose, are
expected to wield even more influence
in states where the dwindling number
of clinics are now canceling abortion
appointments.
Often religiously affiliated, the antiabortion centers are not licensed medical
facilities and do not provide medical
services such as pre- or post-natal care or
other health care for uninsured women,
unlike clinics that offer abortions —
which are subject to strict government
regulations and patient privacy laws.
They do sometimes have nurses on staff
or as volunteers.
“Basically, these centers are looking
around and saying, ‘Our services are
going to be needed now more than ever
because there’s going to be so many
pregnant people who need support
during their pregnancy — particularly
unintended pregnancies,’” said Andrea
Swartzendruber, a University of
Georgia public health professor who has
helped map center locations nationwide.

Shortly after Friday’s Supreme Court
decision, West Virginia’s only abortion
clinic announced it was suspending
abortion services, but continuing to
provide birth control, STI treatment
and other services.
The Charleston anti-abortion center,
which calls itself the Woman’s Choice
Pregnancy Resource Center, has been
located next to the abortion clinic for
years. The people who run it say their
work won’t change. They will continue
to offer parenting and health classes,
counseling for “women who regret a
past decision to abort and wish to find
comfort from guilt and sadness” and
provide “facts about abortion risks —
both physical and psychological,” they
said in an email to The Associated Press.
The board also said staff must complete
training emphasizing the importance of
clients’ “right to be respected regardless
of their decision.”
At the clinic next door, called the
Women’s Health Center of West
Virginia, executive director Katie
Quinonez has her doubts about such
statements. She has repeatedly seen
patients seeking to end their pregnancies
lured into the anti-abortion center
and bombarded with warnings about
abortion risks. Some who found their
way to her office have shared pamphlets
declaring that “abortion causes new
problems that can haunt a woman for
the rest of her life.”
One titled “Abortion — Living
Without Regret” shows a woman crying
on the cover and lists “abortion risks,”
including “suicidal feelings,” “death”
and “cervical incompetence.”
Quinonez said she worries about
the dozens of patients whose abortion

appointments were cancelled after
the Supreme Court decision came
down.
“I’m incredibly concerned,” she
said. “It’s possible that they could
think maybe there is another
provider and state that’s doing
abortions. ‘How about I call ‘A
Woman’s Choice,’ located in
Charleston?’ and then they make
an appointment and go there
because they’ve been lied to by a fake
clinic that says ‘Yes, we can provide you
with care.’”
While the anti-abortion centers are
mostly mum about their plans now
that Roe v. Wade has been overturned,
experts say they’re likely to redouble
efforts to persuade women not to end
their pregnancies. The logistics work
in their favor, since many women
won’t have the legal option of abortion
without leaving their state.
The centers have been expanding in
every state with support from wealthy
conservative donors, powerful state
lawmakers and religious institutions.
They’ve also received tens of millions
of tax dollars funneled to them by
conservative state leaders.
Left-leaning states have shown more
willingness to regulate how the centers
advertise their services. Last year
Connecticut banned them from using
“deceptive advertising” about the
services they provide.
Connecticut had 18 health clinics that
provided abortions as of 2018; there are
also around 20 pregnancy crisis centers.
“As we head into this new world and
into this next phase, I think it’s more
important than ever for women to
be able to access medically accurate

A sign advertises free pregnancy tests and abortion information outside the Woman’s
Choice Pregnancy Resource Center in Charleston, W.Va. (AP Photo/Leah M. Willingham)

information,” said Democratic Rep.
Jillian Gilchrest, who sponsored the
Connecticut legislation.
“The last thing we want is for women
to be at what they believe to be a health
clinic only to receive misinformation
about their options.”
Nationally, crisis pregnancy centers
outnumber abortion clinics more than
3 to 1, but in Republican-led states the
numbers can be far higher, according
to a 2021 report from The Alliance:
State Advocates for Women’s Rights
and Gender Equality. Some 2,500
centers are located across the country,
while there are fewer than 800 abortion
clinics.
In Missouri, which has just one
abortion clinic, Swartzendruber and
her colleagues identified nearly 70 antiabortion centers in 2021. The situation
is similar in North Dakota, where at least
seven centers operated last year and the
state’s lone abortion clinic is relocating
now that Roe v. Wade was overturned.
In Mississippi, there are 30 centers,
while the Jackson Women’s Health
Organization — a plaintiff in the legal
battle that came before the Supreme
Court — was the lone provider offering
abortion services.
Those three states are among 13 with

so-called trigger laws that banned most
abortions after Roe was overturned.
West Virginia doesn’t have a trigger
law, but does have an old statute on the
books that had been shelved while Roe
was in place.
As abortion clinics shutter across the
country, some anti-abortion centers have
expressed concern they will be targeted
amid protests against the Supreme
Court’s ruling, although historically such
incidents have been rare. Meanwhile,
abortion clinics have been the targets of
attacks for decades.
Earlier this month, anti-abortion
leaders called on churches to support
their local crisis pregnancy centers.
“We have an opportunity like never
before,” said Dean Nelson, vice
president of government relations for
Human Coalition, a national antiabortion group that frequently directs
pregnant women seeking information
online to the centers and operates a
handful of its own.
Some centers offer financial
counseling, free diapers and food
pantries for mothers after they’ve given
birth. By expanding and strengthening
the network of centers, anti-abortion
advocates hope women will see they
have resources and options.
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Supreme Court
Ruling Sets off New
Court Fights
By KEVIN MCGILL, AMY FORTLITI, GEOFF MULVIHILL
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo by Shauntelle Thompson

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Judges
temporarily blocked abortion bans
Monday in Louisiana and Utah, while
a federal court in South Carolina said
a law sharply restricting the procedure
would take effect there immediately
as the battle over whether women
may end pregnancies shifted from the
nation’s highest court to courthouses
around the country.
The U.S. Supreme Court’s decision
Friday to end constitutional protection
for abortion opened the gates for a
wave of litigation. One side sought
quickly to put statewide bans into
effect, and the other tried to stop or at
least delay such measures.
Much of Monday’s court activity
focused on “trigger laws,” adopted in
13 states that were designed to take
effect swiftly upon last week’s ruling.
Additional lawsuits could also target
old anti-abortion laws that were
left on the books in some states and
went unenforced under Roe. Newer
abortion restrictions that were put
on hold pending the Supreme Court
ruling are also coming back into play.
“We’ll be back in court tomorrow
and the next day and the next day,”
Nancy Northup, president and CEO
of the Center for Reproductive Rights,
which argued the case that resulted in
the high court ruling, said Friday.
Rulings to put trigger laws on hold
came swiftly in Utah and Louisiana.

A Utah judge blocked that state’s
near-total abortion ban from going
into effect for 14 days, to allow time
for the court to hear challenges to the
state’s trigger law. Planned Parenthood
had challenged the law, which contains
narrow exceptions for rape, incest
or the mother’s health, saying the
law violates the equal protection
and privacy provisions in the state
constitution.
“I think the immediate effects that
will occur outweigh any policy interest
of the state in stopping abortions,”
Utah Judge Andrew Stone said.
In Louisiana, a judge in New
Orleans, a liberal city in a conservative
state, temporarily blocked enforcement
of that state’s trigger-law ban on
abortion, after abortion rights activists
argued that it is unclear. The ruling is
in effect pending a July 8 hearing.
At least one of the state’s three
abortion clinics said it would resume
performing procedures on Tuesday.
“We’re going to do what we can,”
said Kathaleen Pittman, administrator
of Hope Medical Group for Women,
in Shreveport. “It could all come to a
screeching halt.”
Louisiana Attorney General Jeff
Landry, a Republican and staunch
abortion opponent, vowed to fight the
judge’s ruling and enforce the law.
“We would remind everyone
that the laws that are now in place

were enacted by the
people through State
Constitutional Amendments and the
LA Legislature,” Landry tweeted
Monday.
In South Carolina, a federal court
lifted its prior hold on an abortion
restriction there, allowing the state
to ban abortions after an ultrasound
detects a heartbeat, usually around
six weeks into a pregnancy, before
many women know they are pregnant.
There are exceptions if the woman’s
life is in danger, or if the pregnancy is
the result of rape or incest.
Planned Parenthood said after the
ruling that it will continue to perform
abortions at its South Carolina clinics
within the parameters of the new law.
Also Monday, abortion rights
advocates asked a Florida judge to
block a new law there that bans the
procedure after 15 weeks with some
exceptions to save a mother’s life or
if the fetus has a fatal abnormality,
but no exceptions for rape, incest or
human trafficking. The ACLU of
Florida argued that the law violates the
Florida Constitution. A ruling on that
is expected Thursday — a day before
the law is scheduled to take effect.
Abortion rights activists also went
to court Monday to try to fend off
restrictions in Texas, Idaho, Kentucky
and Mississippi, the state at the center
of the Supreme Court ruling, while

Protesters outside the Cabell County courthouse on Saturday.

the American Civil
Liberties Union of Arizona filed an
emergency motion there on Saturday
seeking to block a 2021 law they worry
can be used to halt all abortions.
In Friday’s ruling, the Supreme
Court left it to the states to decide
whether to allow abortion.
“The expectation is that this will
result in years of legislative and judicial
challenges,” said Jonathan Turley, a
professor at the George Washington
University law school.
As of Saturday, abortion services
had stopped in at least 11 states
— either because of state laws or
confusion over them.
In some cases, the lawsuits may
only buy time. Even if courts block
some restrictions from taking hold,
lawmakers in many conservative states
could move quickly to address any
flaws cited.
That’s likely to be the case in
Louisiana. The plaintiffs in the
lawsuit filed in state court don’t deny
that the state can now ban abortion.
Instead, they contend Louisiana
now has multiple, conflicting trigger
mechanisms in the law.
They also argue that state law is
unclear on whether it bans an abortion
prior to a fertilized egg implanting in
the uterus. And while the law provides

an exception for “medically futile”
pregnancies in cases of fetuses with
lethal abnormalities, the plaintiffs
noted the law gives no definition of
the term.
Now that the high court has ruled
that the U.S. Constitution does not
guarantee the right to an abortion,
abortion rights groups are seeking
protection under state constitutions.
Challenges to trigger laws could
be made on the grounds that the
conditions to impose the bans have not
been met, or that it was improper for
a past legislature to bind the current
one.
James Bopp Jr., general counsel for
the National Right to Life Committee,
said the wave of suits from abortion
rights advocates is not surprising. “We
know that the abortion industry has
basically unlimited funds, and its allies
have basically unlimited funds, and of
course they’re fanatical about abortion
on demand throughout pregnancy,”
Bopp said in an interview.
But he said that that the Supreme
Court ruling should preclude abortion
rights supporters from prevailing in
any federal challenges. And he called
efforts based on state constitutions
“fanciful.”

Continued on page 11
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Board Approves Plan for Baseball Stadium
By TYLER SPENCE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR | SPENCE83@MARSHALL.EDU

continued from page 1
the COVID pandemic, it’s never dampened
our enthusiasm to see this project to its
completion.”
The board was tasked to operate quickly to
approve a new project, as the $8 million the
City of Huntington had committed from the
American Rescue Plan needed to be spent by
the end of 2024.
Although some changes in the design will
be expected to cut costs, Smith said he hopes
to keep as many of the original designs
as possible. The original plan called for a
3,000-seat stadium that could be expanded
to 3,500 with three levels. The stadium

was also planned to include artificial turf,
two full-sized batting cages, an indoor and
outdoor club with box seats and an open and
transparent concourse.
In the coming weeks, the university will begin
the RFP process to identify a development
partner to make a final selection in October to
begin moving dirt. Detailed criteria, including
a public-private partnership and the desired
construction timeline of 15 months, will be
part of the initial request. Initial work on the
2nd Avenue site will include environmental
analysis and other pre-development tasks.

An artist’s rendering of the originally planned baseball stadium on 5th Avenue.

New Football Turf Nears Completion

Photos by Shauntelle Thompson
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Edwards Named to NCAA All-Region
Second Team

Marshall Baseball Player Luke Edwards stands to bat during a game

									

Photo Courtesy of HerdZone

By TYLER KENNETT
SPORTS EDITOR | KENNET@MARSHALL.EDU

Junior Luke Edwards was named to
the NCAA Division I East All-Region
Second Team on Monday, June 20,
2022. Edwards, a native of Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, started in over
50 games for Marshall this season,
becoming a major leader for the Herd.
Statistically, Edwards was the most
dominant player for the Herd in 2022,
leading in batting average, hits, RBI and

home runs. His batting average of .364
finished the season tied for third best in
all of Conference USA.
“Luke is a tremendous studentathlete,” said Herd head coach Jeff
Waggoner in a statement. “This is a
well-deserved honor; he has gone above
and beyond for our program and is one
of the best athletes I’ve ever coached.”
Edwards is one of the most dynamic

batters to appear in a Herd uniform in
the past few years. While his 13 home
runs tied for the team lead, his ability to
get on base at a rate of .405 and lead
the team in stolen bases places him in
a category of player that any team
can benefit from. He is not solely a
power hitter, and he is not a small-ball
specialist. Instead, he is well rounded,
the perfect lead-off hitter for Marshall.

Edwards’ successes do not end at the
plate. He also regularly serves as both a
centerfielder and third baseman. With
the versatility, coach Waggoner has the
ability to plug Edwards anywhere that is
necessary in order to give the Herd the
best lineup during periods of rest or for
pitcher matchups.
Edwards was not a highly touted
prospect coming from high school.

However, he has grown into a multipositional star for the Thundering Herd.
In 2023, Edwards will enter his senior
season. As Marshall still anticipates the
building of a baseball stadium in the
coming years, Edwards will remain in
the Marshall history books as a player
that paved the way for the program
during its time at Kennedy Center Field.
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First Bipartisan Gun Control Bill in a Generation
Signed into Law: 3 Essential Reads on What it Means
By HOWARD MANLY
THE CONVERSATION

President Joe Biden signed into
law on June 25, 2022, a bipartisan
bill that is the first significant
change in federal gun legislation
in nearly three decades.
Known as the Bipartisan
Safer Communities Act, the bill
was written in response to the
shootings in Buffalo, New York,
and Uvalde, Texas, and sped
through a usually slow-moving
Congress.

Though the bill’s limited scope
has left many disappointed, it
does tighten up gun control in a
number of key areas.
As the bill was making its
way through Congress, The
Conversation published a number
of articles looking at its provisions
and how effective they might
be in addressing America’s gun
violence crisis.
1. Support for states’ red flag laws

The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper,
is published by students Wednesdays during the regular
semester and every other week during the summer.
The editorial staff is responsible for news and editorial
content.
Tyler Spence - Executive Editor
Conner Woodruff - News Editor
Tyler Kennett - Sports Editor
Evan Green - Features Editor
Shauntelle Thompson - Photo and Graphics Editor
Rafael Alfonso - Copy Editor
Abby Hanlon - Social Media Manager
Alaina Laster and Isabella Robinson - Lead Reporters
Charles Bowen - Faculty Adviser
109 Communications Bldg
Marshall University | One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755 | parthenon@marshall.edu
@MUParthenon
Letters to the Editor are accepted. See guidelines online.

THE PARTHENON’S
CORRECTIONS POLICY

“Factual errors appearing in The Parthenon should be
reported to the editor immediately following publication.
Corrections the editor deems necessary will be printed as
soon as possible following the error.”

Among the elements of the new
law is support for states to pass what
are called “red flag laws.”
LaGrange College political science
professor John A. Tureswrites that
these laws allow police to take guns
from people deemed a threat to
themselves or others and bar them
buying firearms.
To determine if red flag laws
reduce gun deaths overall, Tures
examined states’ firearm death
rates, in light of whether they had a
red flag law or not, in each of three
years – 2018, 2019 and 2020.
On average, states with red flag laws
in 2019 and 2020 had significantly
lower firearm death rates than
states without them. In 2018, the
average death rates for both groups
were closer, but states with red flag
laws still had a meaningfully lower
rate.
“In 2020, if there were no red
flag laws, I estimate that 52,530
Americans would have died in
gun deaths. The number actually
recorded was 45,222, indicating
red flag laws saved 7,308 American
lives that year,” Tures writes.
2. What is the ‘boyfriend
loophole’?
One of the sticking points in
negotiations over the bill that
was eventually resolved was the
“boyfriend loophole.”
Under current federal legislation,
Michigan
State
University

criminal justice professor April
M. Zeoliexplains intimate partner
relationships are defined only as
those in which two people are or
were married, live or lived together
as a couple, or have a child together.
People who were in a dating
relationship are largely excluded
from this definition.
As a result, Zeoli writes, “dating
partners are exempt from federal
laws that prohibit those convicted
of domestic violence misdemeanor
crimes, or those who are under
domestic
violence
restraining
orders, from buying or possessing a
firearm.”
This is what is referred to as the
“boyfriend loophole.”
Research suggests that when a
violent male partner has access to
a gun, the risk of murder to the
female partner increases fivefold.
With Biden signing the bill into
law, the wording extends the ban
to “those who have or have had
a continuing relationship of a
romantic or intimate nature.”
Though the bill will close the
loophole for those convicted of
domestic violence misdemeanor
crimes, it does not cover restraining
order laws.
3. Does the law protect schools?
The new law would provide
US$1 billion to help schools put
in place comprehensive strategies
to create safe and healthy learning

environments,
including
$300
million to increase access to mental
health services.
Part of the strategy involves risk
assessment.
In the years since the Columbine
shooting in 1999, researchers and
federal law enforcement agencies
have studied school shootings and
developed risk assessments to gauge
the likelihood of actual violence
by a young person identified as a
possible risk.
As Paul Boxer, a Rutgers University
- Newark psychology professor,
explains, the assessments are
conducted by professionals that
include police officers, teachers and
mental health counselors.
Together, they determine a young
person’s risk for violence.
“These teams may not be able to
prevent every possible incident,”
Boxer cautions. “Still, this sort of
approach is critical to improving the
process of identifying and stopping
potential shooters overall.”
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Tuition Going Up Across West
Virginia University System
ASSOCIATED PRESS
AP - Tuition will increase by an
average of more than 2.5% across the
West Virginia University system for the
coming fiscal year under a new $1.2
billion budget.
The WVU Board of Governors
approved the budget, which includes a
2.62% or $120 increase per semester
for resident students. Nonresident
students will pay 2.88% more, or $372,
per semester.
Housing rates will go up 3% except at
WVU Tech in Beckley. Dining fees will
rise by 4.5%, partly due to inflation,
the university said in a news release

after the board’s approval Friday.
Employees will receive average
increases of 4% to 5%, with the starting
minimum hourly compensation raised
to $13, said Rob Alsop, vice president
for strategic initiatives. State funding
accounts for $4.67 million of the $16.2
million needed for the salary increases,
WVU said.
The university expects slight increases
in grants and contracts but a decline
in enrollment related to COVID-19
and won’t receive federal or state funds
related to COVID-19 in the fiscal year,
the school said.

Alaska Officials Release Details on Milk,
Sealant Mix Up
ASSOCIATED PRESS
School district officials in Alaska
investigating how students at a
summer child-care program were
served floor sealant instead of milk say
the two products were not on the same
pallet as first believed.
The district in a statement late
Thursday said it now understands that
in the spring of 2021, a pallet of floor
sealant was mistakenly delivered to a
district food commodity warehouse
at the same time as four pallets of
shelf stable milk. The warehouse is
intended for food items only.
“The pallet of floor sealant remained
untouched in storage with other food

products until this week,” when the
district’s food service contractor “ran
short on milk and sent staff to retrieve
shelf stable milk,” the statement said.
On Tuesday, three boxes of floor
sealant were picked up from the
warehouse by the contractor, with one
delivered to the summer program,
the statement said. The others were
delivered to two other schools and
remained unopened, according to the
statement.
Bartlett said the boxes “were marked
with a label that said Seal 341.”
Shortly after breakfast, students
“complained of the ‘milk’ tasting bad”

and burning their mouths and throats,
and it was “quickly discovered” that
what was served was a “slightly scented
liquid floor sealant resembling milk.”
“Staff immediately directed students
to stop consuming the substance and
removed it,” the statement said.
Twelve students and two adults
each ingested up to three ounces
of the floor sealant, the statement
said. Poison control was contacted
for instructions, but the district said
a delay in parental notification was
“longer than it should have been” and
caused families to learn of the incident
from other sources.

SACRED HEART
CATHOLIC CHURCH
2015 Adams Ave. Huntington, WV
304-429-4318

St. Peter Claver
Catholic Church

Mass Times: Sat. 5:00pm, Sun. 9am,
Confessions on Sat. 4:30pm-4:45pm or
anytime by appointment
Office Hours Mon-Fri. 9am-12pm

HD-457561

CATHOLIC

Rev. Fr. Thomas

828 15th St. (on 9th Ave) Htgn.
248-996-3960

www.fifthavenuebaptist.org
304-523-0115

OUR LADY OF FATIMA
Catholic Parish & Parish School

545 Norway Ave., Huntington • 304-525-0866

Mass Schedule:
Saturday Vigil 5:00 pm
Sunday 8 am, 11:00 am & 6:30 pm
Confession: Saturday 3:30 - 4:30 pm
or by appointment

www.ourfatimafamily.com
Father Tijo George, Pastor

St. Joseph Roman
Catholic Church
HUNTINGTON, WV
526 13th Street
(304) 525-5202
Pastor: Msgr. Dean Borgmeyer
Sunday Mass Schedule
Saturday Vigil: 4:30 pm
Sunday: 8:00 am, 10:00 am,
12:00 Noon, 5:30 pm
Confessions
Saturday 8:25 am
Saturday 3:30 pm-4:25 pm
or by appointment

HD-457560

Visit our website for Worship Services
and for other times of Bible study, worship, and activities
for children, youth, and adults.

HD-457559

To advertise on this page,
call Brenda at (304) 526-2752

1135 Fifth Avenue
Corner of Fifth Avenue & 12th Street in downtown Huntington
Sunday Morning Worship – 10:45 am
Social distancing & wearing masks required

Father Shaji Thomas

HD-457558

Fifth Avenue Baptist Church

HD-469011

HD-476702

Sunday Mass: 11:00a.m.
Daily Masses: 12:05 on
Wednesday, Thursday, & Friday
Confession by appointment
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Supreme Court Backs Coach in Praying on
Field after Games
By JESSICA GRESKO
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme
Court said Monday that a high school
football coach who knelt and prayed on
the field after games was protected by the
Constitution, a decision that opponents
said would open the door to “much more
coercive prayer” in public schools.
The court ruled 6-3 for the coach with
the conservative justices in the majority
and the liberals in dissent. The case was
the latest in a line of rulings for religious
plaintiffs.
The case forced the justices to wrestle
with how to balance the religious and free
speech rights of teachers and coaches
with the rights of students not to feel
pressured into participating in religious
practices. The liberal justices in the
minority said there was evidence that
Bremerton (Washington) High School
Coach Joseph Kennedy’s prayers at the
50-yard-line had a coercive effect on
students and allowed him to incorporate
his “personal religious beliefs into a school
event.”
Dissentning Justice Sonia Sotomayor
wrote that the decision “sets us further
down a perilous path in forcing states to
entangle themselves with religion.”
But the justices in the majority emphasized
that the coach’s prayers came after the
games were over and at a time when he
wasn’t responsible for students and was
free to do other things.
The coach and his attorneys at First
Liberty Institute, a Christian legal group,
were among those cheering the decision.
Kennedy said in an interview that his first
reaction was one of pure joy.
“Just like in all my football games I
just threw my arms up, you know,
‘touchdown,’” he said. He described the

seven years since the dispute began as
tough on his family but “absolutely worth
it.”
Justice Neil Gorsuch, writing for the
majority in the ruling, declared, “The
Constitution and the best of our traditions
counsel mutual respect and tolerance, not
censorship and suppression, for religious
and nonreligious views alike.
Gorsuch noted that the coach “prayed
during a period when school employees
were free to speak with a friend, call for a
reservation at a restaurant, check email,
or attend to other personal matters”
and “while his students were otherwise
occupied.”
It would be wrong to treat everything
public school teachers and coaches say
and do as speech subject to government
control, he wrote. If that were the case,
“a school could fire a Muslim teacher for
wearing a headscarf in the classroom or
prohibit a Christian aide from praying
quietly over her lunch in the cafeteria,”
he wrote.
He closed by writing that: “Respect for
religious expressions is indispensable
to life in a free and diverse Republic—
whether those expressions take place in a
sanctuary or on a field, and whether they
manifest through the spoken word or a
bowed head.”
The decision continues a pattern in
which the court has ruled in favor of
religious plaintiffs. Last week the court
ruled that Maine can’t exclude religious
schools from a program that offers tuition
aid for private education, a decision that
could ease religious organizations’ access
to taxpayer money.
In dissent, Sotomayor wrote Monday
that players “recognize that gaining the
coach’s approval may pay dividends
small and large, from extra playing time
to a stronger letter of recommendation

Joe Kennedy, a former assistant coach at Bremerton High School in Bremerton, Washington, poses for a
photo Mar. 9 on the school’s football field 			
AP Photo/Ted S. Warren
to additional support in college athletic
recruiting.” And she said “some students
reported joining Kennedy’s prayer
because they felt social pressure to follow
their coach and teammates.”
Sotomayor was joined in her dissent
by Justices Stephen Breyer and Elena
Kagan.
Paul Clement, the attorney who argued
the case on behalf of Kennedy, said in a
statement that the decision would allow
the coach “to finally return to the place
he belongs – coaching football and quietly
praying by himself after the game.”
Kennedy now lives in Florida, and it was
unclear when — or if — he might move
back across the country to Washington
state for a part-time job that had paid him

less than $5,000. He said in the interview
that he is in Florida to help his father-inlaw but his family remains in Washington
and it was never his intention to remain in
Florida permanently. He said his lawyers
and the school district would need to work
things out for him to return to coaching.
He started coaching at the school in 2008
and initially prayed alone on the 50-yard
line at the end of games. Students started
joining him, and over time he began to
deliver a short, inspirational talk with
religious references. Kennedy did that for
years and also led students in locker room
prayers. The school district learned what
he was doing in 2015 and asked him to
stop out of concerns the district could
be sued for violating students’ religious

freedom rights.
He stopped leading students in prayer
in the locker room and on the field but
wanted to continue kneeling and praying
on the field himself after games. The
school asked him not to do so while still
“on duty” as a coach after the games.
When he continued, the school put him
on paid leave. The head coach of the
varsity team later recommended he not
be rehired because, among other things,
he failed to follow district policy.
In a statement, the Bremerton School
District and its attorneys at Americans
United for the Separation of Church and
State, said the decision undermines the
separation required by the Constitution.
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Supreme Court
Continued from
page 2

Photo by Shauntelle Thompson

Protesters outside the Cabell County courthouse on Saturday.

Still other cases could be filed as
states try to sort out whether abortion
bans in place before Roe was decided
— sometimes referred to as “zombie
laws” — apply now that there is no
federal protection for abortion.
For instance, Wisconsin passed a law
in 1849 banning abortions except to
save the life of the mother. Attorney
General Josh Kaul, a Democrat, said
he does not believe it is enforceable.
Abortion opponents have called on
lawmakers to impose a new ban.
In
the
meantime,
Planned
Parenthood of Wisconsin said it
immediately suspended all abortions.
In Michigan, Planned Parenthood
challenged a 1931 abortion ban ahead
of last week’s Supreme Court ruling. In
May, a judge said the ban could not be
enforced because it violates the state’s
constitution. Abortion rights supporters
are now trying to get a proposed state
constitutional amendment on the ballot
in November to protect abortion and

birth control.
Idaho, Oklahoma and Texas have
adopted laws that allow people to seek
bounties against those who help others
get abortions. It is an open question as
to whether that means people can be
pursued across state lines, and legal
challenges over the issue are likely
to come up in cases of both surgical
abortions and those involving medicine
mailed to patients.
The
California
Legislature,
controlled by Democrats, passed a bill
Thursday to shield abortion providers
and volunteers in the state from civil
judgments imposed by other states. In
liberal Massachusetts, Gov. Charlie
Baker, a Republican, signed an
executive order Friday that prohibits
state agencies from assisting other states’
investigations into anyone who receives
a legal abortion in Massachusetts.
Rhode Island’s Democratic governor
said he would sign a similar order.

Smith Press
Conference Continued
from page 3
“We have been fishing in a pond
that’s getting smaller, and in
some cases getting harder hit,”
Smith said.
Smith has been in office since
January after a semester-long
presidential search after former
university president Dr. Jerome
“Jerry” Gilbert announced his
resignation in April of 2021.
Smith is a Marshall graduate
and the former CEO of Intuit.
Another top issue from the
listening tours is the student
experience. Smith says he
would like to see Marshall shift
from a “student-focused” to
a “student first” university to
better compete with educational
alternatives.
“We’re stepping back and asking
ourselves what is the perfect
experience for an 18-year-old,
for a working adult, for someone
with a full-time job, someone
international, and how do we
create an awesome end-toend experience for different
students,” Smith said.
Smith also addressed issues
raised by staff and faculty,
directly addressing moving to
industry-standard compensation
and hours and creating more
time for research.
Smith and his team are mystery

shopping the student experience
of specific groups of students.
“An adult student doesn’t get a
lot of benefit if the bookstore
closes at 5, and you need to have
access to the hours they need.
So we are going to have to reimagine how we serve all those
students,” Smith said.
Smith also has prioritized
creating
a
“high-flex”
environment that will allow
students to be more flexible
in how they learn through
technology. This was also
addressed as a top priority
in the capital projects at the
board of governors meeting last
week. Certain selected classes
will become part of the pilot
program for the high-flex model.
“High-flex means it happens
simultaneously,” Smith said.
The program would create a
re-imagined classroom with
multiple cameras, and screens in
the front and back of the room.
Classes would also be recorded
for later access. Smith said
this model gives students more
flexibility, and not miss class
material if they can’t physically
be there.
Smith mentioned some of the
consulting groups that have been
analyzing tuition prices, student

experience and issues like gender
equality and Title IX. One
of these groups, McKinsey &
Company, has been the subject
of controversy surrounding
its role in the promotion of
drugs like OxyContin. In 2021,
McKinsey paid $600 million to
settle the investigations into their
role in the drug’s promotion
with attorney generals across the
United States.
A reporter for The HeraldDispatch asked Smith about
the controversy surrounding
the
firm,
which
Smith
acknowledged.
“There absolutely is a scenario
where they were consulting to a
firm that at the end of the day
has caused a problem,” Smith
said. However, Smith believes
the consulting firm has taken
responsibility for its mistakes.
“They [McKinsey] have stepped
up and said ‘you know what,
whatever that process was that
we contributed to, we thought
we had the right answer and we
were wrong and we’re taking
care of it,’” Smith said.
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Community Cares Week Brings Students, Community, Faculty
and Alumni Across Huntington Campus
By ISABELLA ROBINSON
LEAD REPORTER | ROBINSON436@MARSHALL.EDU

Marshall University hosted
Community Cares Week from
June 20 through the 25 on the
Huntington campus. The week
of volunteer work, giving and
community service began June 20 at
the Memorial Student Center Plaza
where members of the Marshall
and Huntington communities were
invited to participate in events and
games on the plaza and provide
free food. Volunteers received their
t-shirts and assignments.
From June 21 through the 25,
volunteers held shifts in various
locations across campus. More
than 300 students, staff, faculty
and alumni committed to serving
during Community Cares Week.
Their duties included a range

of tasks from housekeeping and
painting to landscaping and
pressure washing. Volunteers were
given free lunch and entered for
high-end raffle prizes drawn each
day for those in attendance.
Marshall University President
Brad D. Smith volunteered daily.
The week-long sweat equity event
focused on engaging faculty, staff,
students, community members,
local businesses and alumni
chapters with the intention to
better the campus. The concept
of Community Cares Week is for
the Marshall and Huntington
community to come together for
service and comradery while giving
back to the university that invested
in them.

University President Brad D. Smith participated in the week’s efforts,
photographed above.

Photos By Shauntelle Thompson

Volunteers tend to their duties during Community Cares week across
campus, including working inside the Campus Thrift Store on Hal
Greer Blvd.

